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volume 1

A High-Sensitivi~

Abstrati

At Lawrence Lkmwre National Labrato~
@MJ, a Mgisky.se@tWe nentw.wi counter W3

deveiopt% that can detect and accurately mea-
swe the nmstmns from smali qtsatstities of
p!utonium or fmxn other b%’-ievei neuwxs
sources. This neutron counter was ,Otiginaily
designed to mswey waste mmtaksem kavirrg the
Plwtonium Fae?li~. Ef4rwever.rit fws proven to
be useful in other research applications requir-
ing a b igh-serwi W&y rieut.mn gns~ment.

Instrument Construction

The instrument consists of two halves m
uni% each containing eight %-filled propor-
tiwsal ccwrstei tubes S08 cm {2 in.) in diaureta
~d 9~.44 am [3 t%)ksstg. To irwxtmize the sen-

3&Wy of the Wtrtsmesst to f%siofi neutrons

(=%f), plyethylefie was pked on kmtfssides
of Me tubes. M%timents &temi.nM that for
fission neutrons the optimsms thickness M
~lyethyiene was 3.$1 cm {1.5 in.) on the front

and 11.43cm [4.5 its.} cm the back of Qte MJes.
Str@5 of ~!yethylene I .27 an (0.$ W.} thick
and 5.08 an {2 in.) wide were aim placed
fMtweeR the tubes. TM ~lyethylene was !xSh-
M. and trmcecf onto the frame hdd~ng the
tubes to strengthen the instrument s-o that M
can be tran$~ti~ @e Figsme 1-1).

Each of the units has i% own electronics,

consisting of a nuclear instmmentation mod-
ule {NM) bin, high-vol~age power Wsppiyj

puke shaper, am-f tlnsmkaier. The unitscm

be used together CMseparate~y by using orriy

one of the timer/* caiers.. A rate smter was
recently added that Wows an. operator to use a

strip chart recorder to Iecord changes in the
neutron cmmting rate. Special pulse size and
$hape circuitry and logic were designed to
make the I@Iak from the %4e wbes asm@-

ble W%fl the scaler%.

The hwwment is mounted on a wood cart,

To iimit sagging and. bending, the cart
feqzdredadtitlonai metal bracing. The cart ha$
balloon tkes ttmt cushion the imtnsment to
prevent possible damage m its electron%
while it is being moved. There are ,Iiftifig
brackets ors each unit, permitting fire use of a
hdst to remove the units from the cart if
ttes$ref%

The units can be oriented to face outward
for the counting d large waste containers, as
skww M RgLwe 1-1, or they can be retated to
fact each other WMI a minimum spacing of

42.5 cm (16.75 irk} between the ~~y~kb~!~ne
faces. Wisen the wits face each tether, the
sokf angle for a sotstce located between the
hahm is large and the counting effkiency is
comes~ndimgly high.

Figsare1.1. Photo @f the high-semititiq neotrosr
ifsstrsxsmmtrfsmizsgassernbiy, ~:owing the two
rsrsik positioned ms ibe cart. At the time the
p?ro$o@a~h WaS takess< ollfy @ne tit had POty.
ethylene sssrrouniiing the 3He tssbw. The
&xnims%s bracing and tbe ?41M”-Ms?e%wtrarsks
ftw one of tIse writs can afso be see~



Counting Rates

Theinstrument has been calibrated and sub
sequently used in a number of interesting
studies. The instrument’s background counting
rate of cosmic neutrons varies, depending on
where the instrument is being used. Table 1-1
shows the counting rates that were obtained
inside various buildings at LLNL. The lowest
counting rate was 108 counts per minute (cPm),
observed inside the Calibration Facility cell
with the door to the cell closed. When the cell
door is open, the rate Is 158 cpm. The increase
is caused by neutrons leaking from the source
storage cell located at the other end of the
Calibration Facility.

Indoor Counting Rates

The counting rate inside buildings depends
on the amount of shielding the buildingpr~
vides from cosmic neutrons. For example,
Table 1-1 shows that inabuilding with poured
concrete walls, the count rate was only 243
cpm compared with 309 cpm in a building
with concrete block walls. A reading of 3S2
cpm was obtained in the Instrument Calibra-
tion Laboratory, which has a neutron source
stored at the bottom of a calibration welL The
count rate observed at the control console of
the Calibration Facility was3,810cpm, caused
by neutrons Ieaking through the cell door to
the source storage room. Near this door the
count rate was 23,800 cpm.

Table 1-1. Background counting rate with tht
instrument at selected locations inside buildings.

Location of measurement cpm

Inside Calibration Facility
with cell dcor closed 108

Inside Calibration Facility
with cell door open 158

Inside a poured concrete building 243

Laboratory in concrete block building 309

Instrument Calibration Laboratory 352

Control console of Calibration Facility 3,810
Outside door of source storage room 23,80il

Outdoor Counting Rates

Usually the background count rate outdoors
at LLNLis abut 400 cpm, although in Table 1-2
only 345 cpm was obtained near a building
with poured concrete walls. The cosmic back-
ground is a function of elevation above sea level
and is significantly greater at higher elevations.
The high count rate observed at a distance of
about 15.24 m (50 ft) from a Radiochemistry
Building is due to neutrons leaking through the
walls of the building. Table 1-3 shows that a
PuBe source of 4.1 E+06 neutrons per second
(n/s) was easily detected at a distance of about
64 m (210 ft) from the source. This indicates
that the instrument would be useful as a survey
meter to search for lost neutron sources.

Results Using Calibration Sources

Table 1-4 shows the results obtained from
several neutron sources, depleted uranium
metal, and plutonium. The sensitivity of this
instrument is very high. It was therefore cfiffi-
Cult to find a source with a National Institute
of Standards and Technology calibration that
had a small enough neutron fhsence to cali-
brate the instrument without significant
count rate losses. We used a 252Cfsource with
a source yield of 9.73 E+04 n/s to obtain cali-
brations with the source at 2 m and also
located between the units. The counting et%-
ciency of the instrument for 252Cf is 0.036%
at a distance of 2 m (6.6 ft) and 7.8% with the
source located between the units separated by
42 cm (16.75 in.)

The relative counting rates per source neu-
tron given in Table 1-4 for PuLi, 2s2Cf, and

Table 1.2. Background counting nste with the
instrument at selected locations outside.

Location of measurement cpm

Near a poured concrete building 345
Neara concrete blockbuilding 395
Driveway,away from buildings 396
Neareast end of Radiochemistry Building I,7CKI

North of RadioChemistryBuifdirrg 1,820
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PuBe neutron sources indicate that the instns-
ment is energy dependent. Because the
thickness of the polyethylene on the front of
each unit was selected to be optimal for ‘2Cf,
it is too thin for the higher-energy PuBe neu-
trons and too thick for low-energy neutrons.

The counting rate from 3 g of plutonium
metal is 400 cpm/g compared to 1,030 cpm/g of
plutonium oxide. We can detect quantities as
small as 0.1 g of either plutonium metal or phs-
tonium oxide in a large waste container by
making a series of 4 or 6 counts of 10 minutes
each on both sides of the container. This kind
of measurement requires a room with a low
neutron background.

Measuring Waste Containers

The original purpose for this instrument
was to determine the amount of plutonium
located inside a 1.22m x 1.22m x 2.13 m
(4 ft x 4 ft x 7 ft) waste shipping container.
Since the location of the plutonium in the box
is an unknown, a realistic estimate of the error
caused by variations in location was required.
This was done experimentally by using a
matrix of points at the center of about each
15.24 cm3 (6.6 in.3) inside the box. The source
was placed at these points and the counting
rate was determined at six positions around
the box. The results of this study show that
when compared to the count rate obtained
with plutonium uniformly distributed
throughout the box, a source near the edge of
the box would give high readings of up to 25%
greater than correct values. A source near the

Table 1-3. Count rate of the instrument from a

Pu8e neutron source (4.1 E+6 n/s).

Distance to source (ft) vm

212 765
6 191,40Q

note At a distance of 212 ft, a PuBe source of

2.1 E+6 rsh woufd have a count rate equal to the

ba&gmurrd-396 cpm.

center of the box would give readings as low as
16% below correct values.

Ao interesting observation (see Table 1-4) is
that a 309-g piece of depleted uranium gives a
counting rate of 210 cpm when placed
between the two units. Normally one does not
consider depleted uranium to be a neutron
source, but with this instrument, neutrons
from depleted uranium can be detected easily.

Conclusions

We conclude that the high-sensitivity neu-
tron instrument has fulfilled our design goals
and is well suited for the screening of low-level
contamination in drums of waste.

Table 1-4. Counting rate of the imtnrment to
several types of neutron sources (neutron back-
ground subtracted).

Neutron Location Location
source Aa(crrm) Bb(crrm)

PuLi (1.63 E6 n/s) 402,000 —
2s2Cf (9.73 E4 n/s) 20,800 455,000
PuBe(4.1 E6 n/s) 606,000 —

PuBe (small wand source) 3,240 63,000

Pu metal (3 g) — 1,200

Pu oxide (1 g) — 1,030

Depleted U (350 g) — 210

a Two meters between sourceand units facing
outward.

b Sourcelocated between units.

UCRL-ID-111750- Volume 1 3



Volume 2

Waste-Drum
Counting with the

High-Sensitivity
Neutron Instrument

Abstract

The high-sensitivity neutron instrument
described in Volume 1 of this report has b+en
modified in order to use it as a waste-drum
counter for plutonium-contaminated labora-
tory wastes. The sensitivity of the modified
instrument is about ten times higher than the
sensitivity of the x- and gamma-ray instru-
ments previously used. This higher sensitivity
enables us to count dmms that contain light
or bulky wastes and confirms that the drums
contain less than 100 nCi/g. We can then clas-
sify such dmms as low-level waste and dispose
of them in a much more cost effective way.

Introduction

A drum containing plutonium waste is clas-
sified as low-level waste if the plutonium
content in the dmm is less than 100 nCi/g of
waste. A drum filled with bulky waste, such as
shoe covers or paper, has little weight, and a
radiation measuring instrument must be
extremely sensitive in order to detect the small
amount of plutonium allowed in the drum. If it
cannot be confirmed that a drum contains less
than 100 nCi of plutonium, the drum must be
classified as containing more than the allow-
able limit of plutonium. The drum must then
be handled and buried using more stringent
and much more expensive burial methods.
Unfortunately, some of the plutonium waste
dmms have too little weight to be counted ade-
quately using the existing x- and gamma-ray

detectors. The new high-sensitivity neutron
counter was used to address this problem.

Calculations based on the observed efficiency
of the high-sensitivity neutron instrument
indicated that it could be successfully used to
measure these drums. The confirmed detection
limit would permit an operator to ascertain that
the drums contain the allowable limit of
100 nCi/g or below. This procedure would
require that the background be low and count-
ing times fairly long. These requirements were
acceptable considering the great usefulness of
such measurements. Therefore, since it
appeared that the neutron counter could solve
a difficult counting problem, the instrument
was modified for use as a drum counter.

Instrument Modifications

To keep the background counting rate low,
the instrument had to be moved to a building
or area with a low neutron background. The
background counting rates were determined at
a number of possible locations. The Labora-
tory’s Building 334 was selected, in part
because background readings in the facility
were suitably low. The instrument was
removed from the cart and placed onto a
unistrut frame with the two halves of the
instrument facing each other. The distance
between the two halves is only slightly larger
than the diameter of a 55-gal waste drum. A
device to rotate the drum was positioned on
the floor between the halves of the instru-
ment. Measurements were made of the
background counting rate. The counting rate
was also measured with a 252Cf source located
at various positions inside a rotating drum.

To determine its effectiveness in reducing
the background counting rate, polyethylene
5.08 cm (2 in.) thick was placed on the sides
and over the top of the instrument. This poly-
ethylene caused a significant decrease in the
background counting rate. Because the polyeth-
ylene was effective in reducing the background,
the instrument was shielded by adding
10.16 cm (4 in.) of polyethylene to the sides,
over the top, and between the bottom of the

UCRL-ID-111750- Volume 2 1





The computer program provides a live dis-
play of the counting (see Figure 2-4). This
display shows the count (C) and the counting
rate (R) for each of the 16 3He tubes. The tubes
are divided into two banks, A and B, and the
sum of the counts and the average counting

rate are shown for each bank. The total count
and the average counting rate for all the tubes
are shown at the right of the figure. The bar at
the left displays the elapsed counting time.
This display makes it possible to determine if
the 3He tubes, amplifiers, and scalers are
functioning properly.

Calibration and Counting

Prior to counting a waste drum, a back-
ground count and a calibration of the
instrument are required. The computer program
provides the option of an immediate or delayed
start for background counting. The delayed start
allows background counting (usually 900 min-
utes) to be completed just prior to the counting
of the dmms. This is espeaally usetld on week-

ends and holiday periods, when the delayed
start allows the background data to be taken the
night before the drum counting is to occur,

The instrument is calibrated by using a certi-
fied plutonium source (STDISO 6L). The source
consists of 9.773 g of plutonium. The isotopic
content is shown in Table 2-1. The neutron
emission rate from the source was calculated
using the values given in Table 2-2 for the neu-
trons/decay, the spontaneous fission neutron
half-lives, and the neutron reaction rates of
oxides. The calculated neutron yield of the
source from spontaneous fissioning and oxide
neutrons is -105 neutrons per second per gram
(n/s/g). The counting rate of the instrument
with this source rotating between the halves of
the instrument is about 114 cps, and the effi-
ciency of the instmment is 11%.

To determine the quantity of plutonium in
a waste drum, it is necessary to know the iso-
topic composition of the plutonium. Table 2-3
shows the isotopic composition being used
for five types of plutonium that may be
encountered in the plutonium facility:

ss&lcct

u=

K=

B .

t .

B .

a =

Dlsml=u = ocmtmol ohart

alit ana exit W-Osran

is :a4 :ei oa-zs-ia+9a aam

CTSOM

#i 1*

Figure 2-3. The main menu of the computer pmgrarn as displayed by the monitor.
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weapons-grade, fuel-grade, reactor-grade,
americium-enriched, and mixed plutonium.
If the type of plutonium is not known, it is
assumed that it is weapons grade because this
is the type of plutonium used most exten-
sively in the facility. If the plutonium is
known to be one of the other types, it will be
indicated on the label that is attached to the
drum when it is sealed. Because the neutron
yield from weapons-grade plutonium is the
lowest of the five types, assuming the waste to
be weapons-grade plutonium would result in a
conservative (high) value for the plutonium
content assigned to the drum.

The computer must know the weight of the
waste in the drum to calculate the nCi content

of the waste. The total weight is entered in the
computer, which subtracts the weight of the
drum.

The calibration data and background data are
used by the computer program in calculating
the plutonium content of a dmrn in grams of
plutonium and in nCi/g of waste. The program
also calculates the mathematical uncertainty of
these values. The counting time for a waste
drum is normally 20 minutes. If the results from
the counting of a drum indicate that the drum
contains no plutonium, the results are reported
as being below the lower limit of detection or
the minimum detectable amount (MDA). For a
drum that is counted for 20 minutes and has a
background count of 900 minutes, the MDA is

Figure 2-4. The dispSay during counting showing the counts and the count rate of each of the sixteen
3Hetubes individually, the total for banks A and B, and the total for alS the tubes. Afso shown at the left
is a bar graph of the elapsed Sinre.

4 UCRL-ID-111750- Volume 2



Table 2-1. Cafmdations of the neutron yidd.s fkom the calibration sources.

Ca3ibmtion Sosmce STDISO 6L (9.7731 76 g)

specific Spontaneous
Weight Activity Fusioning 3% Oxide

Isotope percent (Ci/g) (23/s) (32/s)

238~ 0.01409 17.300 0.37s 1.888
239~ 93.50055 0.063 0.022
240p”

3S.624

6.12852 0.230 56.382 8.641
241~ 0.29995 104.OOO 0 0
242w 0.0569 0.004 1.021 0,001
241~ 0.022383 3.470 0 0.602

sum 57.800 46,756

total 104.556 nlslg

Table 2.2. Documentation of the method used to calculate the neutron yieIds from the
various types of plutonium.

Spontaneous Fission Neutrons

The vafues used to cakufate the spontaneous fission neutrons are listed below

Isotope Neutronsldecav hdf Me y.=arsb nlslg

238~ 4.20 E-09 4.77 x EIO 2,663
239~ 4 S.S x EIS 0.0226

24% 1.09 E-07 1.34x E11 920
242~ 1.23 E-OS 6.75 X E1O 1,795
z41~ 4 1,147 X E14 1.07

Neutrons fcom Plutoninm Oxides

The neutron yield of plutonium oxides from the alpha-neutron reaction for each of the different types
of phstoninm was determined by using the folhmvizzg vahws taken from “Passive Nondestructive Assay
of Nuclear Materials” NUREG/CR-5 550, Edited by Doug Reilly, Norver Ensslin, and Hastings Smith, Jr.,
LA-UR-W732, March 1991

m~ 13,400 n/s/g
239~ 38.1 nlslg

240PSI 141 nlslg
242~ 2.0 rds.ig
241 Am 2,690 n/s/g

a Spontaneous fission neutronsldec.sy values taken from lCRP Publication K38, Vol. 11-13, Radionuclides Transformations, 1983.

b Spzntanezus fission half lives were taken from Table of Isotopes 7fh edition, C. Michael Lederer and Virginia S. Shirley, 1978.

C The spontaneous fission neutrcmsldecay values were not $ven for ‘9Pu and’1 Am. The half Itva listed above were used fo

calculate the specific aclfvify of these isotopes and we used a value of 2.245S neutmnslfisslon (the average neutromlfisslon for

the ofher three isotom).

UCRL-10-1117S0 - Volume 2 5



rable 2-3. Calculations of the neutrun yields from the various types of plutonfum.

Speciiic Spontaneous
Weight Activity Fissioning l% Oxide

rype OfPU Isotope percent (Cilg) (n/s) (Ills)

fVeapOns 238~ 0.016 17.300 0.43 2.14
>rade 239~ 93.464 0.063 0.02 35.61

~Pu 5.900 0.230 54.28 8.32
241~ 0.381 104,CH3O o 0
242fi 0.040 0.004 0.72 0
241~ 0.202 3.470 0.00 5.43

sum 55.46 51.50
total 106.96 nlslg

‘uel 238~ 0.066 17.300 1.76 8.84
;rade 239~ 78.964 0.063 0.02 30.09

~Pu 17.427 0,230 160.32 24,57
241~ 1.180 104,OOO 0 0
242W 0.432 0.004 7.72 0.01
2.41~ 1.942 3.470 0.02 52.24

sum 169.84 115.75
total 285.59 nfslg

kactor ?38PU 0.011 17.300 0.29 1.47
;rade 7.?9~ 73.657 0.063 0.02 28.06

~Pu 24.896 0.230 229.04 3.5.10
?A1~ 0.424 104.OOQ o 0
7.42~ 0.018 0.004 0.32 0
241~ 0.994 3.470 0.01 26.74

sum 229.68 91.37
total 321.05 nlslg

uneridum 2S8~ 0.055 17.300 1.46 7.37
:hriched 2.?9~ 63.557 0.063 0.01 24.22

~Pu 14.027 0.230 129.05 19.78
.?41p“ 0.950 104.000 0 0
242pu 0.347 0.004 6.20 0.01
241~ 21.073 3.470 0.23 566.86

sum 136.95 618.24

total 755.19 nlslg

4ixed Pu 2.38p” 0.042 17.300 1.12 5,63
239~ 86.149 0.063 0.03 32.82
240~ 11.714 0.230 107.77 16.52
241~ 0.784 104. COO o 0
242% 0.237 0.004 4.24 0.01
241~ 1.079 3.478 0.01 29.03

sum 113.17 84.01

totaf 197.18 nlslg

ote: The rmmon rates for each of the different types of plutonium given in this table are determined by multiplying the
weight percents of each isotope by the neutron rate in n/S/8 values given in Table 2-2 for spontaneous fssion and
plutonium oxide neutrons.

6 UCRL-ID-111750- Volume2



around 0.007 g for weapons-grade plutonium.
(See Figure .2-5.) The nCi/g of waste is a func-
tion of the weight of the waste in the drum
and will be different for each drum. Error limits
of one sigma are given by the computer for the
waste weight in grams and the activity in
nCi/g. The program allows these values to be
observed before the counting is started, as
shown in Figure 2-5. If the indicated values are
unacceptably high, a longer counting time can
be programmed into the computer, and the
new values are calculated and displayed.

Control Chart

The control chart has proven to be a very use-
ful tool todetermine if the background and
calibration counts are consistent with earlier
counts. The control chart dkplays the results
from the most recent 50 counts (see Figure 2-6).
The chart shows the average gross count rate.
Fach data point is shown as a vertical line, the

length of which is plus and minus one standard
deviation, based on the count rate. The short
lines in Figure 2-6 are from 90&minute counts
andthelonger ones are from 20-minute counts.
The vertical scale of the display is horn =? to +4
standard deviations of a weighted average of all
the data sets. The results in this figure indicate
that the background counts are usually within
one standard deviation of the weighted average,
with only two counts being three sigma from
the weighted average. This display chart imme-
diately reveals any problems in the tlurctioning
of the instrument or the computer.

Effect of Source Location in a Drum

The plutonium may not be uniformly dis-
tributed in a waste drum. To determine the
effect of nonuniform plutonium dhtribution
on the resulting neutron count, a series of
measurements using a small 252Cf source was
made. The source was positioned in a drum at

ls :42 :2s Ss-zs-lass {-

{minutes <Izsa ->
Wntoc 7. X* mot

This tsa, “ill sivo ●n mDa 04 0.ss07 t ● .ss1 s < 2s. s * Z.1 ncvu>

8 En*70ro

Figrsm 2-5. Tfse monitor irsdicating the MDA that wfU be obtained using the selected counting time. If
this is not low enough, tSse counting time cars be increased, and a new vahse wiSt be calculated and
displayed.
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sixteen locations. Fifteen of these locations
were selected by first dividing the height of
the drum io to five equal sections. These were
then subdivided into three sections of equal

volume. A drawing of these sections is given
in Figures 2-7 and 2-8, wh lch show a side and
top view of a drum. The source was vertically
positioned midway in each section. Horizon-
tally, it was located so that when rotated, the
source equally divided the volume of the sec-
tion. The source locations are also shown in
Figures 2-7 and 2-8 Although they do not at
first appear to be correctly positioned, closer

examination will show that they are in the
correct locations.

The 252Cf source was positioned in a drum
at each of the locations shown in Figures 2-7
and 2-8 by using styrofoam. The drum was
rotated and the counting rates were deter-
mined. When data was obtained at the center
of the drum, the source was at the same loca-
tion as the calibration source during
calibration of the instrument. The data
obtained at each of the fifteen locations were
normalized to the counting rate at the center
of the drum, and these results are shown in

Figure 2-6. A display chart of the background counts showing the standard deviation of each count, the
average gross count, and a plot of the deviation of the count from the average. This dispSay chart WU
inchrde up to 50 of the most recent counts.

8 UCRL-ID-I11750- Volume 2
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Table 2-4. They show that the average count
rate is 4% lower than the count rate at the
center of the drum, with the lowest counting
rate being at the top-center (-23%) and the
highest being at the side-center of the drum
(+8%). We included a geometry correction in
the computer program for this positioning
error, which changes the extremes to -19% at
the topcenter and +12% at the side-center.

Conclusions

We conclude that the high-sensitivity
neutron instrument can be very useful in veri-

~ing the plutonium waste content in bulky,
low-level waste packed in 55-gallon drums.
Using the instrument for this purpose will
make the disposal of low-level radioactive
waste much more efficient and cost effective.

““’in----i
Figure 2-8. Top view of the source locatioiss
inside a 55-galkrn dmm. Each of the sections
have the same volume, and the source was posi-
tioned to equaIly divide each of the volumes
when rorated.

rable 2-4. Resufts obtained to determine the pusitforring error that exkts, caused by hating a source at
rarious locations inside a 55-gaSlon drum when compared to the results from a calibration source
oared at the center of the drum.

.ocation number Average cps Relative cps

1 225,944 0.766 10W 23%

2 239,671 0.813

3 247,337 0.839
4 274,690 0.931

5 286,075 0.970

6 296,047 l.oo’r

7 299,468 1.015

8 309,344 1.049

9 317,649 1.077 high 8%

10 298,004 1.010

11 307,378 1.042

12 316,009 1.071

13 274,529 0.931
14 280,270 0.950

15 284,524 0.965

avg 0.962 low 4% compared to center

16 center 294,928 1.0CS3

—
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